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The sorting method has proved to be a valuable data
gathering procedure in many research areas (see, e.g.,
Rosenberg, 1982). Subjects are typically asked to sort a
given set of objects into as many groups or classes as they
wish so that objects within the same class are more simi
lar to each other than they are to objects in other classes.
If the classes are mutually exclusive and collectively ex
haustive, the subjects' sortings are called partitions (see
Boorman & Arabie, 1972). Compared with related pro
gram abstracts (Grant, 1983; Greenberg & McIsaac,
1984; Oud & Sattler, 1984; Takane, 1981, 1982; Wel
don & Buchter, 1984), the present program package is
distinctive in that it performs (1) a two-way analysis of
sorting data (i.e., computation ofproximities between ob
jects as well as computation of proximities between par
titions), (2) a significance test of the proximities between
objects, and (3) an assessment of correspondence between
partitions by means of two measures differing in the kind
of weighting scheme used.

Proximities. After the user has entered the partitions,
using the input program SORTFILE (described below),
program PROSORT can be used to perform a computa
tion of proximities between objects. As suggested by
Miller (1969), the similarity between two objects a and
b is defined as the number of subjects that placed a and
b in the same class; subtracting this measure from the to
tal number of subjects yields the corresponding dissimilar
ity measure. More sophisticated indices were proposed
by Rosenberg, Nelson, and Vivekananthan (1968) and by
Burton (1972). Empirical tests by Burton (1975) and Dras
gow and Jones (1979), however, did not yield compel
ling evidence in favor of these indices. Furthermore, the
present measure lends itself readily to a significance test
ing procedure, outlined below. As a special feature of
PROSORT, proximities may also be computed separately
for subgroups of subjects.

Significance of Proximities. With a given number of
subjects, some similarities (dissimilarities) will assume
large (small) values merely by chance. Therefore, it is
desirable to have a statistical procedure for testing the sig
nificance of proximity values. The procedure described
here was developed by Oldenbiirger (1981). It is based
on representing each subject's sorting by a Bernoulli dis
tribution. Specifically, a computation is made of the prob-
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ability (Pi) that two objects randomly drawn from the set
of objects under consideration were placed in the same
class by Subject i. Then, for the sample of n subjects, the
distribution of a random variable X is constructed that is
the sum of n independent Bernoulli distributed random
variables, With n=2 subjects, for example, the proba
bility distribution can be constructed as follows: Let Pt
be the probability that two objects randomly drawn from
the object set were sorted together by Subject 1, and let
PI be the respective probability for Subject 2. Assuming
statistical independence, the probabilities associated with
the X-values {O, 1, 2} are: p(X=O) = (l-Pt)(l-pz),
p(X=I) = Pt(l-pz) + (1-Pt)pI, p(X=2) = ptPI'
Generally, there are n random variables Yi where p(Yi= 1)
= Pi and p(Yi=O) = q., with prrq, = 1. Then (for
i= 1, ... ,n), K;=EJ~, with expectation E(Xn) = EiE(Yi)
= EiPi, and variance V(Xn) = sY(Yi) = SiPiqi' The as
sociated probabilities can be computed according to the
following scheme: p(Xn=O) = 'Triqi, p(Xn=k) =
p{[(Xn-t=k-l)(Yn=1)] + [(Xn - t =k)(Yn=O)]) , with
O<k<n, p(Xn==n) = «.p,

Thus, the construction of the probability distribution
makes use of a successive technique that has the advan
tage of saving much computing time compared with a
simultaneous consideration of all 2" event combinations.
The successive construction method rests on the idea that
the distribution of X; can be decomposed into the distri
butions of Xn - t and Yn • The program performing such an
analysis is called PROSIG. Analogous to PROSORT, this
program can also be used with a specified subset of input
data (see the input section below).

Correspondence Between Partitions. This kind of
analysis is concerned with the problem of measuring the
correspondence between object set partitions. Handling
sorting data this way can be of interest not only in assess
ing nominal scale response agreement between two ob
servers or raters, but also in identifyinghomogeneous sub
groups within a sample of subjects in order to differentially
analyze and represent proximity data. One of the most
often used indices ofcorrespondence is the so-called Rand
index (Rand, 1971), which has been rediscovered and/or
modified by other researchers (e.g., Brennan & Light,
1974; Brook & Stirling, 1984; Fowlkes & Mallows, 1983;
Hubert, 1977; Hubert & Arabie, 1986). Rand's measure
is defined as the ratio of the sum of the number of pairs
of objects sorted together in the two partitions being com
pared (Type A agreements) and the number of pairs of
objects sorted in different classes in both partitions
(Type B agreements) to the total number of object pairs.
A correction for chance agreement, which takes the
general form (index value - expected index value)/(l 
expected index value), is suggested by Hubert and Arabie
(1986). This corrected Rand index is bounded above by
1 (for maximum similarity of both partitions) and takes
on the value 0 when it equals its expected value. Both ver-
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1 2 3 4 5 6

Table 1
Example of PROSORT Output

1 I 0 3 2 000
2 I 002 000
31110110
4 I 332 020
51332101
6 I 3 3 3 3 2 0

by each of the subjects, the values of the randomvaria
ble X from 0 to n, the probability associated with each
of these values, and finally the corresponding distribu
tion function. In addition, the programprints its expecta
tionE(X) and variance V(X) as wellas an adjustedalpha
level a* = .05/(~) in order to reduce Type I errors when
all possible proximities are tested for significance. By
applying PROSIG to the three sa-nple partitions, one
obtains the results shown in Table 2.

RANDprintsa similaritymatrixwith indexvaluesun
corrected for chance above and index values with cor
rection for chance below the main diagonal (the value
0.000 is arbitrarily printed in the maindiagonal), as noted
in Table 3.

Program CLUSTIN produces a distance matrix with
distances based only on Type A agreements above and
distances basedon both Type A and Type B agreements
below the main diagonal (see Table 4).

The effectof the differentweighting schemes implied
by Rand's (1971) index and the CLUSTIN measure can
now be easilydemonstrated usingthe sampleinputdata.
Partitions PI andP13differonlywithrespectto Object 5.
This difference is basedon relatively smallclasses. Par
titionsP2 and P3 also differ only with respectto one ob
ject (Object 3). This time, however, the difference is

3

3

0.500
0.333
0.000

0.867
0.733
0.000

1 2

0.000 0.667
0.470 0.000
0.295 0.258

k p(X-k) p(XcSk)

AJpha - 0.0033333
p(I-AJpha) = 0.9966670

o 0.3943700 0.3943700
1 0.4302220 0.8245930
2 0.1564450 0.9810370
3 0.018%30 1.00000oo

1 2

Table 3
Example of RAND Output

Table 2
Example of PROSIG Output

Table 4
Example of CLUSTIN Output

I 0.000 0.600
I -0.023 0.000
I 0.659 0.318

p

.2667

.2667

.2667

1
2
3

1
2
3

E(X) = 0.8000
V(X) = 0.5867

sions of this index are implemented by the program
RAND. A distance measure proposed by EckesandRoss
bach(1980, pp. 103-105) explicitly weights bothType A
andType B agreements between partitions sothat, in con
trast to theRandindex, differences basedon small classes
contribute more to the overall distance than differences
based on large classes. The rationale for this weighting
scheme is that if the size of Class C is small, the subject
has made a relatively fine distinction betweenthe mem
bers of C and all the other members of the object set. It
follows that in this case, the average similarity among
members of C is relatively large. Therefore, differences
between two partitions based on small classes shouldbe
weighted moreheavilythan those based on large classes
that exhibit relatively low internal coherence. The mea
sure takeson values between 0 (identity of two partitions)
and I (maximum dissimilarity). The name of the as
sociated program is CLUSTIN.

Input. The objectsare supposed to be numbered from
1toN, whereN is the totalnumberof objects sorted. The
inputprogramis SORTFILE. It can handle up to 53.ob
jects. Each partition is entered one after the other 10 a
string. The classes withina partitionare to be separated
from each other by parentheses, and the objects within
classes are to be separated from each other by points.
Neither theorder of classes within partitions nor theorder
of objectswithinclasses is of importance. The program
checks for possibleinput errors, such as wrong number
of objects or objects enteredtwice. Ifan error is detected,
the user is informed aboutthe kindof error and requested
to re-enter the partition. Correctlyentered partitions are
subsequently savedon me and (optionally) printed. This
me contains the input to all other programs in the pack
age. In order to illustrate the kind of input required, a
small example is presented. Suppose threesubjects sorted
six objectsinto three classeseach (the numberof classes
neednot be equal, of course). The three partitions could
look like those shown here:

Partition PI: (1.2.3).(4).(5.6)
Partition P2: (1.2).(3.4.5).(6)
Partition P3: (1.2.3).(4.5).(6)

As mentioned earlier, PROSORT optionally computes
objectproximities for any subgroup of subjects specified
by the user. In this case, the program requests the name
of the subgroup and the code numbers of subjects within
thatgroup (codenumbers maybe any subsetof numbers
1,... ,n). Thesame inputinformation is required by PRO
SIGif the user wishesto performa significance test with
respect to selected subgroups of subjects.

Output. The outputof PROSORT consists of a prox
imity matrixwithsimilarities above anddissimilarities be
low the maindiagonal (the value 0 is arbitrarily printed
in themain diagonal). Usingthe inputdatashownabove,
PROSORT produces the matrix shown in Table 1.

PROSIG yieldsa tabulated distribution of the random
variable X. The resulting table shows the probability of
randomly drawing a pairof objects sorted in thesame class
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based on relatively large classes. Therefore, the Rand in
dex should yield a larger similarity for P2 and P3 than
for Pi and P3; the opposite relationship should hold for
~e CLUSTIN measure (note that CLUSTIN computes
distances, whereas RAND computes similarities). The
respective proxirnities in the output matrices (see Tables
3 and 4) confirm this conjecture.

Requirements. SORTFILE can handle up to 53 objects
and requires 5 KB of storage. The same amount of storage
is required by PROSORT. Programs PROSIG and RAND
each require 6 KB; CLUSTIN requires 7 KB.

Language. The programs are written in Microsoft
BASIC.

Availability. Program listings can be obtained without
charge from the author.
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